The use of anterior cervical plates in spinal fusion surgery is increasing. In several biomechanical studies investigators have demonstrated the added stability provided by these plates, which theoretically may result in increased fusion rates. Although fusion rates are high in uninstrumented anterior cervical fusions, high morbidity rates have been reported in connection with the use of autologous bone, and the possibility of graft extrusion often requires the patient to wear a rigid cervical orthotic device. Furthermore, in two-level anterior cervical disectomies, the pseudarthrosis rates are significantly higher in patients treated without plate fixation.

The advantages of anterior cervical screw plates include their mechanical effectiveness for providing internal fixation, their ability to prevent graft extrusion or displacement, to maintain compression of graft materials, and to reduce the reliance on external cervical orthoses postoperatively. The disadvantages of cervical screw plates include numerous potential complications (that is, hardware failure, subsidence, loss of deformity correction, and/or dysphagia). These effects are thought to be decreased with dynamic variable-angle screw plates, which allow for greater load sharing in the setting of normal subsidence. The complication rates are lower for modern fusions in which plates are used, and these procedures have reduced bone graft donor-site morbidity.

Bioresorbable polymer implants fabricated commercially have been used clinically for many years in neurosurgical applications such as cranial base reconstruction, and in more load-bearing applications such as distraction osteogenesis in craniofacial reconstructions. The material resorbs by hydrolysis within 12 to 18 months, gradually decreasing in strength after 6 months. It is possible to increase the thickness of this mesh to dimensions that may provide sufficient strength for a graft containment function in the cervical spine. Previously reported clinical experience has indicated that bioresorbable polymer implant systems could be effective for anterior cervical disectomy and fusion in terms of preventing graft migration and providing interim stability while fusion is progressing.

Authors of various studies have reported using animal models for in vivo or in vitro evaluation of the cervical spine. The goat model and the sheep model appear to be the most prevalent. Kandziora, et al., provided a detailed comparison of human and sheep cervical spines, including anatomical, radiographic, bone mineral
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Object. An in vivo study was conducted in an ovine model to investigate the biomechanical changes after the animals underwent single-level anterior cervical disectomy followed by fusion in which autologous tricortical graft was used and implantation of cervical plates for which bioresorbable polymer screws and plates were used. The specific aims of the study were to evaluate whether implant failure or screw backout would occur over time and to measure the change in stiffness at the treated level at various postoperative time periods (3, 6, and 12 months).

Methods. A total of 58 x-ray films were evaluated over the 12-month survival period. No screw breakage or displacement was observed in any animal during the temporal radiographic analysis. Radiographically confirmed fusion appeared to be complete at all time periods longer than 6 months. The biomechanical testing demonstrated dramatic reductions in range of motion at the fusion level in the animals allowed to survive for 6 and 12 months, indicating complete fusion after 6 months.

Conclusions. The bioresorbable polymer cervical graft containment system appears to provide a safe and effective alternative for cervical fusion, and warrants further clinical evaluation for its use in single-level anterior cervical disectomy and fusion without postoperative orthosis.
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density, and biomechanical evaluations. They concluded from their collected quantitative data that the C3–4 motion segment in sheep appeared to be the most reliable model to compare with the human cervical spine.

We previously reported a pilot study of the biomechanical effectiveness of a prototype graft containment plate and screw system fabricated with a bioreabsorbable polymer. To understand better how the biomechanics change after bone healing and plate resorption, we used an ovine model in which a single-level anterior cervical discectomy was performed and fusion was accomplished using an autograft consisting of tricortical iliac crest graft and bioreabsorbable plates and screws. Normal intact cervical spines were compared with specimens recovered after discectomy, grafting, and ventral (anterior) plate implantation at time intervals immediately after and at 3, 6, and 12 months after surgery. Our study’s specific aims were to evaluate whether the implants would fail or screws would back out over time, and to measure the change in stiffness at the treated level at different postoperative time periods.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In Vivo Study

Thirteen adult, skeletally mature female Rambouillet X Columbian ewes were used in the study. Approval for the surgeries performed in these sheep was granted by the Colorado State University Animal Care and Use Committee. Colorado State University complies with the US Department of Agriculture regulations promulgated under the authority of the Animal Welfare Act and those of the US Public Health Service Policy on Laboratory Animal Care as provided in the Health Research Extension Act. In addition, the program complies with the recommendations of the American College of Laboratory Animal Medicine and the “Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.”

The biomechanical stability of the developing cervical fusion was evaluated postoperatively and after 3, 6, and 12 months in vivo (two animals per follow-up period). Four specimens were used as samples of healthy sheep spine. Two samples were assessed in the immediate postoperative group. Radiographic assessment of the implants was performed in the eight animals immediately postoperatively, at 1-month intervals for the first 6 months, and at 3-month intervals for the remainder of the survival period. Both frontal and sagittal plane x-ray films were obtained at each time point.

Resorbable Polymer Implants

The resorbable polymer implants were fabricated using an amorphous copolymer of 70:30 poly(L-lactide-co-D,L-lactide), which was sterilized using e-beam irradiation (MacroPore Biosurgery, Inc.). The plate was 18 mm wide by 26 mm long and 1.6 mm thick. The screws were 2.7 mm in diameter by 12 mm in length. Two screws were used in each level of the single-level fusion construct; four screws total were used in each animal. Every screw had two 1-mm-diameter tantalum beads placed at both the cranial and caudal ends to distinguish the position of the plate from that of the screws.

Surgical Procedure

Animals were denied food for 24 hours before surgery, but water intake was not restricted during this time. Anesthesia was induced with ketalar (4 mg/kg) and diazepam (7.5 mg total). After induction of anesthesia, sheep were maintained on isoflurane (1.5–3%) in 100% O2 at approximately 2 L/minute during the surgical procedure. Muscle relaxants were not used.

The sheep were first placed in a lateral position to expose the left iliac crest for removal of a tricortical autograft. The animals were then repositioned for a ventral (anterior) exposure of the C3–4 disc. The disc material was removed and the disc space was distracted. Endplates were prepared using a high-speed burr (Medtronic Midas Rex, Fort Worth, TX). The tricortical graft was cut to size and placed in the distracted disc space, the bioreabsorbable polymer plate was heated in a sterile saline hot water bath (~65°C) above the glass transition temperature of the polymer (~55°C) and contoured to the ventral anatomy of the sheep cervical spine to cover the autograft, as shown in Fig. 1. Two 2.7-mm-diameter screws were placed at each level (four screws in all) by using a drill.tap to prepare the hole before insertion of the bioreabsorbable polymer screw. As previously described, the hole size was designed to accommodate the minor diameter of the screw. When tapping the bone, the tap also created a thread in the bioreabsorbable plate and thus provided an interference fit that helped create a locking mechanism to prevent screw backout. The soft tissues were closed in a routine manner and the animals were allowed to ambulate soon after recovery from anesthesia.

Pain medication was administered after the surgical procedures; this included fentanyl patches at a dose of 150 μg/hour administered with a continuous percutaneous patch for 3 days. Additional pain medication included 1 g phenylbutazone administered orally once daily for 3 days. At the conclusion of the randomly assigned survival period, all sheep were humanely killed with a barbiturate overdose.

Fig. 1. Photograph showing placement of bioreabsorbable graft containment plate on cervical sheep spine.
Biomechanical Testing

The entire cervical spine was extracted to prepare for biomechanical analysis. In most specimens, the C3–4 segment was the level at which an obvious fusion mass or plate was attached. The fused level plus one adjacent cranial and one caudal vertebra were isolated (four-vertebra segments); any additional levels were dissected and discarded. Specimens were "potted" for testing by inserting three household wood screws in the exposed distal endplates and joint articulations and embedding the heads of these screws and a portion of each vertebra in polymethyl methacrylate poured into cylindrical aluminum fixtures. The caudal fixture was rigidly attached to the base of the testing apparatus and loads were applied to the cranial fixture. A clear fusion mass was found to be present in the 3-, 6-, and 12-month animals. This mass was left undisturbed during preparation of specimens for testing.

Each tested specimen consisted of the treated motion segment and the adjacent cranial and caudal motion segments. For flexibility testing, torque loading was applied to each specimen through a system of cables and pulleys in conjunction with a standard servohydraulic test system (MTS, Minneapolis, MN), as we have described previously.8 Loads were applied to induce flexion/extension, lateral bending, and axial rotation. Three cycles of pre-conditioning (ramp from 0–5 Nm, 60-second hold, ramp from 5–0 Nm) were applied before data were recorded. The maximum load of 5 Nm exceeds the 1.5 Nm typically used in testing the human cervical spine6 because the sheep spines were larger and more rigid. After allowing the specimen to rest for 60 seconds at zero load, specimens were loaded quasistatically to a maximum of 5 Nm in 1-Nm increments. Each increment was held for 45 seconds.

Three-dimensional specimen motion in response to the loads was determined using the Optotrak 3020 system (Northern Digital, Waterloo, ON, Canada). This system records the motion of three infrared-emitting diodes per vertebra that are mounted to the ends of surgical guidewires rigidly inserted into each vertebra. Custom software was used to convert the marker coordinates to angles around each of the anatomical axes.9,11 From the quasistatic load-deformation data, the angular LZ, SZ, and ROM were quantified as measures of motion segment stability.10 The ROM is the angle achieved at maximum load and the LZ and SZ are the portions of the ROM before and after there is substantial ligamentous resistance. No statistical analysis was possible for these data because most groups were composed of only two specimens.

RESULTS

There were no surgical or postoperative complications in any animal. All sheep were neurologically normal and without ataxia at the time of death. A total of 58 lateral radiographs were evaluated over the 12-month survival period; a summary of the x-ray films obtained at the survival times of 3, 6, and 12 months is shown in Figs. 2 through 5.

There was no obvious screw breakage or displacement observed in any animal during the temporal radiographic analysis at any time period: not between the postoperative and 3-month follow-up evaluations (summarized in Fig. 3), between the 3- and 6-month follow up (summarized in Fig. 4), or between the 6- and 12-month follow up (summarized in Fig. 5). Radiographically confirmed fusion appeared to be complete at all time points later than 6 months.

The biomechanical testing results are summarized in Fig. 6. The data for the entire spine segment, including treated and adjacent levels, is summarized in Fig. 6A. The ROM at the fusion level is summarized in Fig. 6B.

Fig. 2. Radiographs obtained immediately postoperatively in eight sheep treated with bioresorbable implants.
In the two animals allowed to survive for 3 months, there was slight reduction in motion at the fusion level compared with the adjacent cranial and caudal levels. In these animals, the ROM at the fusion level was composed of 65% LZ and 35% SZ. Dramatic reductions in LZ, SZ, and ROM to 0.28, 0.86, and 0.97° or less, respectively, were seen at the fusion level in 6- and 12-month animals. In the 6- and 12-month animals, the ROM was composed of 13% LZ and 87% SZ at the fusion level. The ROM at the adjacent levels remained relatively constant regardless of the condition at the fusion level. On average, the ROM at adjacent levels remained composed of 72% LZ and 28% SZ.

**DISCUSSION**

The ability to heat the bioresorbable polymer plate above the glass transition temperature and to contour the
plate to the ventral (anterior) surface of the sheep cervical spine helped to provide a three-dimensional construct that matched the native anatomy. This ability to contour the implants has been successfully used clinically.7,24

The radiographic assessment indicated that there was no displacement of the graft material, and no implant failure or screw backout was observed on any radiograph obtained at any time point in all eight animals.

The biomechanical evaluation demonstrated a significant reduction in motion in all three planes (flexion/extension, lateral bending, and axial rotation) at the 6- and 12-month survival periods. Although reduction in motion can be achieved by fixation without fusion, the very small absolute value to which motion was reduced after 6 months (< 1˚) indicates complete bone fusion. Maintenance of a constant level of motion at the adjacent segments regardless of the condition of the treated spine supports the hypothesis that the reduced motion at the treated level was due to bone fusion and not to generalized postsurgical stiffening.

In addition to studying the ROM, we quantified the component LZ and SZ values. Although they are not necessary to demonstrate fusion, these parameters provide additional information on the biomechanics at the fused and adjacent levels. The finding that the fused segment exhibited primarily an SZ (87%) with very little LZ (13%) indicates that most of the motion probably occurred because of the elastic bending of bone without the lax region of bending that would exist in joint interfaces separated by a gap (that is, when fusion is not present). The finding that the ratios of LZ and SZ to total ROM remained relatively constant at adjacent levels is confirmation that not just the total deformation but also the nature of the load–deformation response at adjacent levels was unchanged and that adjacent levels were relatively unaffected by the surgery.

No nonplate-treated control sheep were used in the in vivo evaluation because previous evaluations have led to graft extrusion and neurological compromise of the animals. Too many animals in these control groups were killed early and the Animal Care and Use Committee would not provide approval for additional nonplate-treat-

![Fig. 5. Radiographs obtained 12 months postoperatively in four sheep treated with bioresorbable implants.](image)

![Fig. 6. Bar graphs showing biomechanical results in sheep treated with bioresorbable implants. A: The mean angular motion at the level of fusion and adjacent levels during each loading mode studied. The horizontal line on each column denotes the division between LZ and SZ. The entire column represents the ROM. Error bars show standard deviation of the ROM. B: Summary of the mean angular ROM in all planes at the fusion level. Error bars show the standard deviation.](image)
ed control animals. The sheep model is an aggressive one for the in vivo evaluation of anterior cervical spine instrumentation because of the amount of motion that occurs soon after surgery.

A limitation of this research is the relatively small number of specimens studied per group; however, the plate performed as hoped in this study, containing the graft without evidence of screw backout or migration. In all six animals that were allowed to survive longer than 3 months postimplantation, the treated area progressed to eventual solid fusion. Positive clinical experience has also been reported in studies in which a similar bioresorbable plating construct is used. The authors reported that the construct was shown to be effective in preventing graft migration and providing interim stability during the fusion consolidation period. Previous biomechanical evaluation in which human cadavers were used demonstrated that the construct acted most effectively as a tension band.

Other cervical biomechanical studies have demonstrated the theoretical advantages of dynamic cervical plating systems. The bioresorbable polymer implant construct may have acted as a dynamic plate due to the flexibility and compliance of the polymer material properties. The surgeon should not expect the bioresorbable polymer plate to provide the same stabilizing effect as a metal one, but can consider it to be an excellent alternative if a graft containment device is needed that also provides limited resistance to motion, especially resistance to extension.

The bioresorbable cervical graft containment system appears to provide a safe and effective alternative for cervical fusion and warrants further clinical evaluation for single-level anterior cervical discectomy without postoperative orthosis.
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